Bulletin
#708

Information Bulletin
JS-9 Maintained Center Detent
Type JS-9 controllers provided with maintained center detent feature must be inspected and serviced
regularly to insure proper operation.
WARNING: The maintained center detent feature, if properly maintained, will withstand a static load of
175 pounds. However, if accidental operation of the controller could cause equipment damage or
personal injury, additional physical guarding of the controller is strongly recommended to protect against
sharp blows to the controller handle.

Type JS-9 Controller with Maintained Center Detent
Handle Removal and Installation Procedure
Type JS-9 controllers provided with maintained center detent feature a free-spinning upper
handle to help prevent inadvertent loosening. To remove the upper handle, insert a pin, a drill bit
or a 4-40 screw ¾” into the upper handle, rotate the cap until it does. The upper handle may
now be removed by rotating in counterclockwise approximately seven full turns. Reverse the
procedure to reinstall the handle. Be sure to firmly tighten the upper handle.

THE MAINTAINED CENTER DETENT WILL NOT LOCK IN THE CENTER POSITION IF THE HANDLE IS NOT
TIGHTENED ADEQUATELY
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JS-9 Maintained Center Detent
Testing Procedure
Prior to EVERY usage, the operator must check the maintained center detent operation.
Before testing, be sure that the machine is off and the controller is not functional.
1. Without lifting the lower portion of the handle, push the handle firmly in all directions of
operation. If the handle moves from the center position, send the controller back to the
factory for repair.
2. Lift the lower portion of the handle, then release. Repeat step #1 above. If the handle
moves from the center position, send controller back to the factory for repair.
3. Lift the lower portion of the handle, push the handle to the end of travel in any direction
of operation, then release the handle. Repeat the movement in other directions of
operation. Each time the handle is released, it should firmly lock in the center position If
it does not do so, send the controller back to the factory for repair.
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